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Abstract—There are compared six noise suppression algorithms with application of objective factors of

the speech signal quality, and also with application of through quality factor of the system of automated

speech recognition in form of speech recognition accuracy. It is shown that radical noise suppression

algorithms are worse than traditional noise suppression algorithms by both restored speech quality and

speech recognition accuracy due to essential signal distortion.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the way of provision of acceptable speech quality in communication systems and in devices for

compensation of the lack of hearing and also for increase of robustness of the system of automate speech

recognition (ASR) in case of presence of the noise interferences is application of the noise suppression

algorithms [1–4].

Following algorithms can be considered as traditional noise suppression ones: SpecSub (Spectral

Subtraction) algorithm, Wiener filtering algorithm, filtering with minimization of mean square error of

short-time amplitude spectrum MMSE (minimal mean square error) and filtering with minimization of the

mean square error of the logarithm of estimation of short-time amplitude spectrum LogMMSE (logarithmic

minimal mean square error) [1–4]. In 2004–2006 there are proposed two new noise suppression algorithms:

algorithm of two-step noise suppression—TSNR (Wiener two-step noise reduction) and algorithm of noise

suppression with harmonics regeneration Wiener-HRNR (Wiener harmonic regeneration noise reduction)

[5, 6]. These algorithms provide enough low level of the rest noise that allows to classify them as radical

noise suppression algorithms.

The authors’ estimation results of Wiener-TSNR and Wiener-HRNR algorithms quality are positive. In

[5] it is shown that applying Wiener-TSNR algorithm in ASR systems in conditions of moderate data

consistency in learning and testing modes we achieve 9% decrease of recognition errors of “change” type

and 22% decrease of recognition errors of “insert” type. In [6] there are represented the results of new

algorithms quality estimation using such objective measures of the speech quality as “cepstral distance” and

“segment signal to noise ratio”, there are represented the results of subjective estimation of the speech

quality using comparative scale of mean expert evaluation CMOS (comparative mean opinion score) and it

is shown that application of Wiener-HRNR algorithm allows to achieve more qualitive speech sounding in

compare to Wiener-TSNR algorithm.

But hearing the signals restored by means of Wiener-TSNR and Wiener-HRNR algorithms notices the

speech signal distortion. We should note that science community which is usually attentive to promising

innovation does not respond to appearance of Wiener-TSNR and Wiener-HRNR algorithms practically.

Therefore, the purpose of the paper is to carry out additional verification of Wiener-TSNR and

Wiener-HRNR algorithms efficiency using more wide amount of objective factors in compare to [5, 6].

Another purpose of the paper is to find the way of weakening of the negative influence of Wiener-TSNR and

Wiener-HRNR algorithms on the speech signals.
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